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We investigate positive solutions of a nonlinear equation Lu=u: where L is a
second order elliptic differential operator in a Riemannian manifold E and 1<:2.
The restriction :2 is imposed because our main tool is (L, :)-superdiffusion X
which is not defined for :>2. We establish a 1-1 correspondence between the set
U of positive solutions and a class Z of functionals of X which we call linear boundary
functionals (they depend only on the behavior of X near the Martin boundary E$).
The class Z is a closed convex cone and u # U is a subadditive function of Z # Z.
Special roles belong to moderate solutions corresponding to Z with finite mathematical
expectations and to a family of solutions determined by the range of X. A new formula
is deduced connecting u, Z and L-diffusions conditioned to hit the boundary E$ at
a given point y. A concept of a singular boundary point for u is introduced in terms
of the conditioned diffusion.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. L-diffusion
We start from a second order elliptic differential operator L=2+Y on
a Riemannian manifold E (2 is the Laplace-Beltrami operator and Y is a
first order differential operator, i.e., a vector field). We denote m(dx) the
measure on E determined by the Riemannian metric. The L-diffusion is a
Markov process !=(!t , 6x) on E with continuous paths and with the
transition function pt(x, y) m(dy) where pt(x, y) is the fundamental
solution of the heat equation vt=Lv. We assume that the function
g(x, y)=|

0
pt(x, y) dt (1.1)
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is finite for all x{ y and we call it Green’s function. Green’s operator acts
on positive Borel functions by the formula
G.(x)=|
E
g(x, y) .( y) m(dy). (1.2)
The Martin theory allows to describe the set H of all positive solutions
of the equation Lh=0 (we call them harmonic functions). Recall that the
Martin metric d(x, y) in E is defined in terms of a kernel k(x, y) (the
Martin kernel), that the exit space E is a compact metric space obtained
by completion of E with respect to d. The Martin boundary E$ is the
complement of E in E . The Martin topology coincides on E with the topology
determined by the Riemannian metric.
The function k has a continuous extension to E_E . Formula
h(x)=|
E $
k(x, y) &(dy) (1.3)
defines a 1-1 correspondence between h # H and the class N of all finite
measures & on E$ concentrated on the so-called minimal part E* of E$.
A path !t of the L-diffusion is defined on a random time interval [0, ‘).
The limit in the Martin topology
!‘&=lim
t A ‘
!t (1.4)
exists and belongs to E*, 6x-a.s., for all x # E. Let _ be the probability
measure on E$ which appears in the Martin representation (1.3) of the
harmonic function h=1. Then for every positive Borel function . and for
all x,
6x.(!‘&)=| k(x, y) .( y) _(dy). (1.5)
We denote by B the closure of B/E in the topology determined by the
Riemannian metric and by Bcl the closure of B in the Martin topology. For
every B/E, B # Bcl & E=B _ B where B is the boundary of B in E. We
say that Dn is a standard sequence approximating E if Dn are open subsets
of E with compact closures D n , if D n /Dn+1 and Dn A E.
Every domain D in E is a submanifold of E. The L-diffusion on D can
be obtained by killing the path at the first exit time {=inf [t: !t  D] from
D. We denote by gD and GD the corresponding Green’s function and
Green’s operator. If D is compact and D is smooth, then _ is the surface
area on D and the Martin kernel kD(x, y) in D coincides with the Poisson
kernel.
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1.2. (L, :)-superdiffusion
This is a mathematical model of a random cloud. The spatial motion of
its infinitesimal parts is described by the L-diffusion !=(!t , 6x), and
the branching mechanism is determined by a parameter : # (1, 2]. To every
open set D in E and to every + # M(E)1 there corresponds a random measure
(XD , P+) called the exit measure from D. XD describes the mass distribution
of the cloud instantaneously frozen on E"D and P+ is a probability measure
corresponding to an initial mass distribution +. All P+ have the same
domain F. For every positive Borel function f on E,
P+ exp(&f, XD) =exp(&u, +) , (1.6)
where
u+ED(u)=KD f (1.7)
with
ED(u)(x)=GD(u:)(u)=6x |
{
0
u(!t): dt, (1.8)
KD f (x)=6x f (!{) (1.9)
({ is the first exit time of ! from D).2
We denote by Px the measure P$x corresponding to Dirac’s measure at
point x. Equations (1.6)(1.7) imply (see 7.4.A) that, for every f,
u(x)=&log Pxe( & f, XD) (1.10)
satisfies equation Lu=u: in D.
Note that ED(u)(x)=0 and KD f (x)= f (x) for x  D and therefore:
1.2.A. P+[XD=+]=1 if +(D)=0.
The joint probability distribution of XD1 , ..., XDn relative to P+ can be
evaluated by using the following properties:
1.2.B. (Continuous branching property.) For arbitrary open sets Di and
for arbitrary positive Borel functions fi ,
Z=:
n
1
( fi , XDi)
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satisfies the condition
CB(+): &log P+ e&Z=| [&log Pxe&Z] +(dx)
for all + # M.
1.2.C. (Markov property.) For every positive F#D-measurable Y,
P+[Y | F/D]=PXDY (1.11)
where F/D is the _-algebra generated by XD1 with D1 /D and F#D is the
_-algebra generated by XD2 with D2 #D.
The existence of a family (XD , P+) subjects to conditions (1.6)(1.7) and
1.2.BC is proved in [5] (see also [7]).
It follows from (1.6)(1.9) that
P+( f, XD) =(KD f, +). (1.12)
1.3. Stochastic Boundary Value of a Solution u
Put + # M if + # M(E) is concentrated on a compact set 1/E. Writing
‘‘a.s.’’ means ‘‘P+-a.s. for all + # M’’. Fix a standard sequence Dn approx-
imating E. Consider the intersection of _-algebras F#Dn and denote by
F(E$) its completion with respect to the family of measure P+ , + # M. We
call F(E$) the germ _-algebra of X on E$. [Note that it does not depend
on the choice of Dn .]
We prove in Section 2 that to every u # U there corresponds a function
Z0 such that
lim(u, XDn) =Z a.s. (1.13)
We call Z stochastic boundary value of u and we write Z=SBV(u). The
function Z has the following properties:
1.3.A. Z is F(E$)-measurable.
1.3.B. Z satisfies condition CB(+) for all + # M.
1.3.C. Px[Z<]>0 for all x # D.
We call functions Z, subject to the conditions 1.3.A, B, C, linear boundary
functionals of X.3 We denote by Z the set of all such functionals (two
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functionals that coincide a.s. are identified). The formula (1.13) establishes
a 1-1 correspondence between U and Z. The inverse mapping is given by
the formula
u(x)=&log Pxe&Z (1.14)
Function u defined by the formula (1.14) is called the log-potential of Z. We
write u=LPT(Z). The class Z is a convex cone closed under convergence
a.s., and the log-potential is a subadditive function on Z (see Theorem 2.3).
1.4. Class Z1 and Moderate Solutions
Put Z # Z1 if Z # Z and if PxZ< for some x # E. In Section 3, we
prove that, if Z # Z1 , then
h(x)=PxZ (1.15)
belongs to H. We call h the potential of Z and we write h=PT(Z).
The formula (1.15) defines a 1-1 mapping from Z1 onto a subclass H1 of
class H. The inverse mapping is given by the formula
lim(h, XDn) =Z a.s. (1.16)
A solution u has a representation u=LPT(Z) with Z # Z1 if and only if u
is dominated by a harmonic function. We call such solutions moderate. If
Z # Z1 and if h=PT(Z), u=LPT(Z), then h is the minimal harmonic
majorant of u, u is the maximal solution dominated by h and
h=u+E(u) (1.17)
where
E(u)(x)=G(u:)(x)=6x |
‘
0
u(!s): ds. (1.18)
We fix a point c # E (the reference point) and we introduce a measure
#(dx)= g(c, x) m(dx)
on E and the space L:=L:(E, #). Notation & f &: is used for the L:-norm
of f. The class H2=H & L: consists of positive harmonic functions h such
that E(h)(c)<. [It follows from Theorem 7.2 that, if E is connected, then
H2 does not depend on the choice of c.]
By Theorem 3.6, H1 #H2 .
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1.5. Martin Capacity
We denote by K the operator corresponding to the Martin kernel k.
According to (1.3), the formula h=K& establishes a 1-1 correspondence
between H and N. We denote by N1 , N2 subclasses of N corresponding
to H1 , H2 . Let N(B) stand for the class of all measures & # N such that
&(E$"B)=0. (In particular, N=N(E*).)
The Martin capacity is defined on analytic subsets of the Martin
boundary E$ by the formula
CM(B)=sup[&(B): & # N, &K&&:1]. (1.19)
By Theorem 3.7, CM(B)=0 if and only if &(B)=0 for all & # N2 .
1.6. Family Z&
Writing &OCM means: &(B)=0 if CM(B)=0. We denote by N the class
of measure &OCM such that &=1 &n where &n # N. By Theorem 3.8, if
& # N , then measures &n can be chosen in the class N2 .
With every & # N we associate Z& # Z. If & # N1 , then Z& is the element
of Z1 with potential K&. If &=1 &n with &n # N1 , then Z&=

1 Z&n .
1.7. Application of Conditional Diffusions
Let pt(x, dy) be the transition function of the L-diffusion !=(!t , 6x). To
every h # H there corresponds a continuous Markov process (!t , 6 hx) on E
with the transition function
pht (x, y)=
1
h(x)
pt(x, dy) h( y).
It is called the h-transform of !. We set 6 hx=6
y
x if h( } )=k( } , y). The
process (!t , 6 yx) satisfies the condition 6
y
x[!‘&= y]=1 and it can be
interpreted as the L-diffusion conditioned to hit E$ at point y. If h=K&,
then
6 hx=|
E
6 yx &(dy) (1.20)
where
6 hx=h(x) 6
h
x , 6
y
x=k(x, y) 6
y
x . (1.21)
One of the main results of the present paper is the following
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Theorem 1.1. Put
8(u)=|
‘
0
:u(!t):&1 dt. (1.22)
For every Z # Z and every & # N ,
PxZ&e&Z=e&u(x) |
E$
6 yx e
&8(u)&(dy) (1.23)
where u=LPT(Z) and h=K&.
Suppose that E is connected. Then by Theorem 7.3, for every y # E$, the
following alternative takes place: either
8(u)= 6 yx -a.s. for all x # E
or
8(u)< 6 yx -a.s. for all x # E.
We say that y is a singular boundary point for u in the first case and that
it is a regular boundary point in the second case. We deduce from the
formula (1.23) that the set of all singular boundary points for a moderate
solution has the Martin capacity 0.
1.8. Solutions Defined by the Range
We define the range of X as the minimal random closed set R which
supports, a.s., every exit measure (XD , P+). The existence of such set is
proved in Section 5. We prove that the function
uB(x)=&log Px[R & B=<] (1.24)
belongs to U for every analytic set B/E$.
A set B is called R-polar if Px[R & B{<]=0 (which is equivalent to
the condition uB(x)=0) for all x # E. It is shown in Section 6 that, if B is
R-polar, then &(B)=0 for all & # N1 . Therefore the Martin capacity of all
R-polar sets is equal to 0. It is not known if the converse statement is true
in general but it has been proved in [11] in the case of a bounded domain
with a smooth boundary in Rd.
One of applications of the formula (1.23) is Theorem 6.3 which states
that the set of all regular points of uB which belong to B has the Martin
capacity 0 if B is closed.
We introduce a topology on E$ (called f-topology) with the base consisting
of Borel sets O such that all points of O are regular for uE$"O . If E is a bounded
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domain in Rd with a smooth boundary and if B1 , B2 are f-closed, then uB1
=uB2 if and only if the symmetric difference of B1 and B2 is R-polar.
1.9. Relation to the Previous Work
Partial differential equations involving the operator Lu&u: have been
studied by Loewner and Nirenberg, Friedman, Brezis, Veron, Marcus, Baras
and Pierre and other analysts. Theory of superdiffusion and more general
branching measure valued processes has been developed by S. Watanabe,
Dawson, Perkins, Le Gall, Fitzsimmons and other probabilists. The con-
nection between the analytic and probabilistic theories was established, first
in [5] and [6]. We refer for more detail to the historical and biblio-
graphical notes in [2], [7] and [8].
The correspondence between positive solutions of the equation Lu=u:
and a class of functionals of (L, :)-superdiffusion has been introduced
earlier by the author ([6], [7] and [8]). A preliminary (less general and
more complicated) version of Theorem 1.1 was published in [9].
In the present paper, we give a systematic exposition of the results
dispersed in a number of publications. Substantial simplification is achieved
due to a unified approach to a superdiffusion as a Markov field over a
partially ordered set of open subsets D of E. For instance, the range of X is
defined in terms of the exit measures XD without any reference to the stochastic
process Xt . A simpler toollinear boundary functionalsis substituted for
linear additive functionals used in the previous publications.
The exposition is, basically, self-contained. In the concluding Section 7
(the Appendix), we collect some facts used in the article, a part of them
(on diffusions and their h-transforms) with complete proofs, the rest (in
particular, the basic facts on the equation Lu=u:) with references where
the proofs can be found.
1.10. Some Open Problems
To every pair (B, &), where B is an analytic subset of E$ and & # N , there
corresponds a solution of Lu=u: given by the formula
u(x)=&log Px 1R & B=<e&Z&. (1.25)
[Its stochastic boundary value is equal to ZB+Z& where ZB is defined by
(6.1).] We do not know any solution which cannot be represented in this
form.
By using the Brownian snake, Le Gall [16, 17, 19] has described all
solutions of the equation 2u=u2 in a smooth planar domain. In this case,
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all solutions can be represented by (1.25). Moreover, it is sufficient to
consider only pairs (B, &) subject to the condition
B is closed, & is a Radon measure on E$"B (1.26)
Le Gall has also shown that this is not true for d>2 [see [18],
Proposition 3].
Equation 2u=u: with an arbitrary :>1 in the unit ball in Rd has been
studied recently by Marcus and Veron [20]. It follows from their results
that, if d<(:+1)(:&1), then all solutions have the form (1.25) with
(B, &) satisfying (1.26).
Many pairs (B, &) determine the same solution (1.25). A natural question
is how to choose one of them in a canonical way. This problem remains
open even if we assume that &=0 [in which case (1.25) coincides with (1.24)].
2. THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN U AND Z
2.1. Stochastic Boundary Value
We use notation introduced in Section 1.3.
Theorem 2.1. For every u # U, there exists a stochastic boundary value
Z defined by (1.13). The log-potential of Z (defined by (1.14)) is equal to u.
More generally,
P+e&Z=e&(u, +) (2.1)
for all + # M.
Proof. Put Yn=e&(u, XDn). By the Markov property 1.2.C,
P+[Yn+1 | F/Dn]=PXDn Yn+1 P+-a.s.
By the mean value property 7.4.B,
P&Yn+1=e&(u, &)
for all & and therefore
PXDn Yn+1=e
&(u, XDn)=YN P+-a.s..
Hence (Yn , F/Dn , P+) is a bounded martingale which implies the existence,
P+-a.s., of lim(u, XDn).
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Since P+Yn=e&(u, +) and Yn  e&Z, P+-a.s., (2.1) holds by the dominated
convergence theorem. K
Clearly, Z is defined by (1.13) uniquely up to equivalence. [We say that
Z1 and Z2 are equivalent if Z1=Z2 a.s.]
2.2. Class Z
Recall that this class is defined by conditions 1.3.AC.
Theorem 2.2. The stochastic boundary value Z of any u # U belongs
to Z. Let Z # Z. Then the log-potential u of Z belongs to U and Z is the
stochastic boundary value of u.
Proof. Condition 1.3.A follows from (1.13), 1.3.B follows from (2.1).
Since u(x)< for all x # E, (1.14) implies 1.3.C.
Let Z # Z and u=LPT(Z). By 1.3.C, u<. Suppose Dn is a standard
approximating sequence for E and + # M. Then P+[XDn # M]=1. There-
fore by 1.2.C and 1.3.B,
P+[e&Z | F/Dn]=PXDne
&Z=e&(u, XDn) P+-a.s. (2.2)
All exit measures XDn are measurable relative to _-algebra n F/Dn . There-
fore Z is also measurable with respect to this _-algebra and, by (2.2),
e&Z=lim P+[e&Z | F/Dn]=lim e
&(u, XDn) P+-a.s..
which implies (1.13). It follows from (1.14) and (1.13) that
u(x)=lim un(x)
where
un(x)=&log Pxe&(u, XDn).
By 7.4.B, un satisfies equation Lu=u: in Dn . By 7.4.D, u # U.
By (1.13), Z=SBV(u). K
2.3. Properties of Z
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that D is a domain with compact closure D =D _ D
and smooth boundary D. Put
VD f (x)=&log Pxe&( f, XD). (2.3)
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If f1 , f2 are positive continuous functions on D , then
VD( f1+ f2)VD f1+VD f2 . (2.4)
If u # U, then, for every c0,
VD(cv)(v 6 1) v (2.5)
Proof. 1. We deduce (2.3) from the comparison principle 7.4.C. Note
that ui=VD fi , i=1, 2 and u=VD( f1+ f2) are solutions of the equation
Lu=u: in D and that v=u1+u2 is a supersolution because
Lv&v:=u:1+u
:
2&v
:0.
By 7.4.A, u=v on D, and, by 7.4.C, vu in D.
2. Put w=VD(vc). If c1, then wVD(v)=v by the mean value
property 7.4.B. If c>1, then cv is a supersolution in D. Since w is a
solution and w=cv on D, we have wcv by 7.4.C. K
Theorem 2.3. The class Z is a closed convex cone, i.e.
(a) If Z2 , Z2 # Z, then c1Z1+c2 Z2 # Z for all constants c1 , c20.
(b) If Zn # Z and Zn  Z a.s., then Z # Z.
The log-potential is a subadditive function on Z (i.e., LPT(Z1+Z2)
LPT(Z1)+LPT(Z2)).
Proof. 1. Suppose Z1 , Z2 # Z and let Z=c1 Z1+c2Z2 . Denote by u1 ,
u2 , u the log-potentials of Z1 , Z2 , Z. Let + # M. It follows from (1.13) that
Z=lim(c1u1+c2 u2 , XDn) P+-a.s.
which implies
&log P+e&Z=lim(VDn(c1u1+c2u2), +). (2.6)
By (2.4) and (2.5),
VDn(c1 u1+c2u2)(c1 6 1) u1+(c2 6 1) u2 . (2.7)
2. To prove (a), we note that, by (2.6), (2.7) and the dominated
convergence theorem,
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| +(dx)[&log Pxe&Z]=| +(dx) lim VDn(c1u1+c2u2)(x)
=lim(VDn(c1 u1+c2u2), +)
=&log P+e&Z.
Hence Z has CB(+) property. Clearly, it is F(E$)-measurable. Condition
1.3.C holds because, by (2.6),
&log Px e&Z(c1 6 1) u1(x)+(c2 6 1) u2(x)<. (2.8)
3. Subadditivity of LPT follows from (2.8).
4. To prove (b), we note that un=LPT(Zn)  u=LPT(Z). Since
un # U, the maximal solution w dominates all un . Since CB(+) holds for Zn ,
we have
&log P+e&Zn=(un , +) for + # M
which implies, by the dominated convergence theorem, CB(+) for Z.
Clearly, Z satisfies conditions 1.3.A and C. K
2.4. Examples
2.4.A. If Z # Z, then, by Theorem 2.3,
Z0= lim
*  0
*Z,
(2.9)
Z= lim
*  
*Z
also belong to Z. The corresponding solutions are
u0(x)=&log Px[Z<],
(2.10)
u(x)=&log Px[Z=0].
2.4.B. Denote by U(D) the set of all positive solutions of Lu=u: in D
and by Z(D) the corresponding class Z. For every D and every positive
measurable function from D to [0, ], Z=( f, XD) # Z(D) and
u(x)=&log Pxe&( f, XD) (2.11)
belongs to U(D).
Proof. If f is bounded, then this follows from 7.4.A. Therefore ( fk , XD)
with fk= f 7 k belong to Z(D). By Theorem 2.3, ( f, XD) # Z(D) and, by
Theorem 2.2, u # U(D). K
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2.4.C. For every Borel subset B of D,
Z={0
if XD(B)=0,
if XD(B)>0
(2.12)
belongs to Z(D) and
u(x)=&log Px[XD(B)=0] (2.13)
belongs to U(D).
This follows from 2.4.A and 2.4.B.
3. THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN MODERATE SOLUTIONS
AND CLASSES Z1 AND H1
3.1. Stochastic Boundary Value of a Positive Harmonic Function
Fix a standard sequence Dn approximating E. We say that Z is a stochastic
boundary value of h and we write Z=SBV(h) if Z satisfies (1.16).
Theorem 3.1. A stochastic boundary value Z exists for every h # H and
it belongs to Z.
For all + # M,
P+Z(h, +). (3.1)
The equality
P+Z=(h, +) (3.2)
holds if and only if (h, XDn) are uniformly P+-integrable.
Proof. Let Yn=(h, XDn). By the Markov property 1.2.C,
P+[Yn+1 | F/Dn]=PXDn Yn+1 P+-a.s.
Since KDn h=h, the formula (1.12) implies
P&Yn+1=(h, &) (3.3)
for all & and therefore
PXDn Yn+1=(h, XDn) =Yn P+-a.s..
Hence (Yn , F/Dn , P+) is a positive martingale which implies the existence,
P+-a.s., of lim (h, XDn).
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Since P+Yn=(h, +) , (3.1) follows from Fatou’s lemma. The concluding
part of the theorem follows from a well-known result in the martingale
theory.
It remains to prove that Z defined by (1.16) belongs to Z. By (1.6),
&log P+ e&Yn=(un , +)
where
un(x)=&log Pxe&Yn.
By passing to the limit, we prove that CB(+) holds for Z. Clearly, Z is
F(E$)-measurable. Condition 1.3.C follows from (3.1). K
3.2. Classes Z1 and H1
Recall that Z # Z1 if Z # Z and if PxZ< for some x # E. It follows
from (3.1) that SBV(h) # Z1 for all h # H.
Theorem 3.2. Let Z # Z, h=PT(Z), u=LPT(Z). We have
h(x)=lim Px(u, XDn) a.s. (3.4)
If Z # Z1 , then h # H,
P+Z=(h, +) < for all + # M (3.5)
and
Z=SBV(h). (3.6)
Proof. By CB(+) property,
&log P+e&Z=(u, +).
By Jensen’s inequality, P+e&Ze&P+ Z and therefore
(u, +)P+Z. (3.7)
By (3.7) and 1.2.C,
Px(u, XDn)PxPXDn Z=PxZ=h(x).
By Theorem 2.2, Z=SBV(u) and therefore, by Fatou’s lemma and (3.6),
h(x)=PxZ=Px lim(u, XDn) lim inf Px(u, XDn)
lim sup Px(u, XDn) h(x) (3.8)
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which implies (3.4). By (1.12), hn(x)=Px(u, XDn) =KDnu is harmonic in
Dn and, by (3.4), h belongs to H if h(x)< for some x # E.
To prove (3.5), we consider a function
9+(*)=&
1
*
log P+e&*Z, *>0, + # M.
By Theorem 2.3, *Z # Z and, by CB(+),
9+(*)=| 9x(*) +(dx).
By Jensen’s inequality, 9x(*)Px(*Z)=*h(x) and, by the dominated
convergence theorem,
P+Z= lim
*  0
9+(*)=| lim*  0 9x(*) +(dx)=(h, +).
To prove (3.6), we note that uh by (3.7) and therefore Z=SBV(u)
SBV(h). By (3.1), P+[SBV(h)](h, +) . In combination with (3.5) this
implies (3.6). K
Put h # H1 if h=PT(Z) for some Z # Z. It follows from Theorems 3.1
and 3.2 that h=PT(Z) is a 1-1 mapping from Z1 onto H1 and Z=SBV(h)
is the inverse mapping.
Theorem 3.3. Each of the following conditions is necessary and sufficient
for a positive harmonic function h to belong to H1 :
(a) (h, XDn) are uniformly Pc-integrable for some c # E.
(b) (h, XDn) are uniformly P+-integrable for all + # M.
Proof. If h # H, then Z=SBV(h) # Z and h =PT(Z) # H1 . By (3.1),
h h and therefore h1=h&h # H. If (a) holds, then, by (3.2), h1(c)=0.
Hence, h(x)=0 for all x # D, and h=h # H1 .
On the other hand, if h # H1 , then h=PT(Z) for some Z # Z1 and (b)
follows from (3.5) and Theorem 3.1. K
Theorem 3.4. If Z # Z1 , then h=PT(Z) and u=LPT(Z) are connected
by the formula (1.17). If h # H can be represented in the form (1.17) with
u0 then u # U.
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Proof. 1. Let u=LPT(Z) where Z # Z1 . Since u # U, the mean value
property 7.4.B implies
Pxe&(u, XDn)=e&u(x).
It follows from (1.6), (1.7) and (1.12) that
u(x)+6x |
{n
0
u(!s): ds=6xu(!{n)=Px(u, XDn).
By passing to the limit and by using (3.4), we get (1.17).
2. Suppose h # H and u0 satisfy (1.17). By the strong Markov
property of !,
E(u)=G(u:)=6x |
{n
0
u(!s): ds+6xE(u)(!{n).
By (1.17) this implies
u(x)+6x |
{n
0
u(!s): ds=6xu(!{n).
Since uh is bounded in Dn , Lu=u: in Dn (see, e.g. Theorems 0.2, 0.3
in [5]). Since this is true for all n, u # U. K
3.3. Moderate Solutions
A function u # U is called a moderate solution if uh for some harmonic h.
The set of all moderate solutions is denoted U1 .
Theorem 3.5. Let Z # Z and u=LPT(Z). Then u is moderate if and
only if Z # Z1 . If this is the case, then h=PT(Z) is the minimal harmonic
majorant of u, u is the maximal solution dominated by h and u, h satisfy (1.17).
Proof. 1. Suppose that u # U1 . Then uh for some h # H, and
Z=SBV(u)SBV(h ) # Z1 . Hence, z # Z1 .
2. Suppose Z # Z1 . By Theorem 3.4, u and h satisfy (1.17). Hence,
u # U1 . If uh h and h # H, then Z=SBV(u)SBV(h )SBV(h)=Z.
Hence, SBV(h )=SBV(h) and h =h. Finally, if hu~ # U, then SBV(u~ )
SBV(h)=SBV(u) by Theorem 3.2 and therefore u~ u. K
3.4. Class H2
Recall that H2 is the set of all positive harmonic functions h such that
E(h)(c)<.
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Theorem 3.6. H2 /H1 .
First, we prove
Lemma 3.1. Let Y be a positive measurable function in a probability
space (0, P). Then, for every ;>1,
P(Y;)1+e |
1
0
;*&;&1q(*) d*
where
q(*)=PQ(*Y ), Q(u)=e&u&1+u.
Proof. By Fubini’s lemma,
P(Y;)=P |
Y
0
;*;&1 d*
=|

0
P[Y>*] ;*;&1 d*
1+|

1
P[Y>*] ;*;&1 d*.
Since Q is a monotone increasing function on R+ ,
P[Y>*]=P[Q( Y*)>Q(1)]q(1*)Q(1)
by Chebyshev’s inequality. K
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Put Yn=(h, XDn). It is sufficient to prove that
there exist constants ;>1 and a1 , a2 such that
Pc(Y ;n)a1+a2E(h)(c) (3.9)
for all h # H and all n. Indeed, (3.9) implies condition (a) in Theorem 3.3
(see, e.g., [3], II.22).
To prove (3.9), we note that, by Lemma 3.1,
Pc(Y ;n)1+e; |
1
0
*&;&1qn(*) d* (3.10)
where
qn(*)=PcQ(*Yn)=Pce&*Yn&1+*PcYn .
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By (1.6)(1.7),
qn(*)=Q[un*(c)]+*h(c)&u
n
*(c)
where
un*+En(u
n
*)=*h.
Note that Q(u) 12 u
2 and 0*h&un*=En(u
n
*) which implies
En(un*)En(*h)=*
:En(h)*:E(h).
Therefore
qn(*)un*(c)
22+*:E(h)(c)*2h(c)22+*:E(h)(c). (3.11)
If 1<;<: then
|
1
0
*:&;&1 d*<
and the bounds (3.10) and (3.11) imply (3.9). K
3.5. Martin Capacity
The Martin capacity CM defined in Section 1.5 belongs to a family of
capacities C studied by Choquet [1]. All such capacities have the property:
3.5.A. For every analytic set B,
C(B)=sup[C(1 ): 1 is a compact subset of B]
=inf[C(U): U is an open set and U#B].
Note that CM(B)=0 if and only if &K&&:=0 or  for all & # N(B).
Writing ‘‘q.e.’’ (quasi-everywhere) means ‘‘everywhere except a set of capacity 0’’.
Theorem 3.7. CM(B)=0 if and only if &(B)=0 for all & # N2 .
Proof. 1. Suppose that CM(B)=0 and let & # N2 . The restriction &B of
& to B belongs to N2 & N(B). Let hB=K&B . We have &hB&:=0 or . But
&hB&::=E(hB)(c)<. Hence, &hB&:=0 which implies B k(x, y) &(dy)=0,
and &(B)=0 because k(x, y)>0 for all x # E, y # E*.
2. Suppose that CM(B)>0. Then there exists & # N(B) such that
0<&K&&:<. Clearly, & # N2 and &(B)>0. K
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Corollary. Let . be a Borel function on E$. Condition (., &)=0 for
all & # N2 is equivalent to the condition .=0 q.e.
Indeed, (., &)=0 for all & # N2 if and only if B . d&=0 for all B and
all & # N2 which is equivalent to the condition &[.{0]=0 for all & # N2 .
The class N is defined in Section 1.6. Our next objective is to prove:
Theorem 3.8. If & # N , then there exists &n # N2 such that &n A &.
To prove this theorem, we need some preparations.
3.6. Operator K and Space K
For every positive Borel function f on E, we set
K f ( y)=|
E
#(dx) f (x) k(x, y), y # E$. (3.12)
It is natural to extend operator K to functions taking positive and negative
values by formula
K f =K ( f+)&K ( f&) (3.13)
where f+ : f6 0, f&=(& f ) 6 0).
However the formula (3.13) is meaningless if, both, K( f+) and K ( f&)
are infinite.
We solve this problem as follows. Put :$=:(:&1) and let ( f, f )=
 f f d# for f # L:$, f # L:. Note that
(K f, &)=( f, K&) for all f # L:$, & # N2 . (3.14)
Lemma 3.2. If f # L:$+ , then K f< q.e.
Proof. It follows from (3.14) that, if f # L:$+ , then for all & # N2 ,
(K f, &)<. Hence &[K f =]=0 and CM[K f =]=0 by Theorem 3.7.
K
By Lemma 3.2, the formula (3.13) determines K f q.e. for every f # L:$.
Put f # O if f # L:$ and K f =0 q.e. It follows from (3.14) and Corollary to
Theorem 3.7 that O=[ f # L:$: ( f, g)=0 for all g # H2]. Therefore O is a
closed subspace of L:$ and the quotient space L:$O is a locally convex
linear topological space. We denote by K its image under the mapping K
(two functions are identified if they coincide q.e.). The topology in K is
induced by the topology of the quotient space. Since H2 is a closed subspace
of L:, we have
H2=[ f # L:: ( f, g)=0 for all g # O] (3.15)
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Lemma 3.3. Every positive continuous linear functional l on K has the
form
l(.)=(., &) (3.16)
where & # N2 .
Proof. The formula
l ( f )=l(K f ), f # L:$
defines a positive continuous linear functional on L:$. Such a functional has
the form l ( f )=(h, f ) where h # L:+. If g # O, then (h, g)=l(K g)=0 and,
by (3.15), h # H2 . Hence, h=K& with & in N2 . Clearly, (3.16) holds for all
.=K f, f # L:$. K
Lemma 3.4. If fn  f in L:$, then K fnk  K f q.e. for some n1< } } } <
nk< } } } .
Proof. 1. Suppose f # L:$+ and K f1 on B. Then, by (3.14) and
Ho lder’s inequality,
&(B)(K f, &) =( f, K&)& f &:$ &K&&:
for every & # N, and, by (1.19),
CM(B)=sup[&(B): & # N, &K&&:1]
& f &:$ sup[&K&&: : &K&&:1]& f &:$ .
2. Choose n1< } } } <nk } } } such that & fnk& f &:$4
&k. Let Bk=
[K (2k | fnk& f | )1]. Clearly,
CM(Bk)2k & fnk& f &:$2
&k.
Put Bk=Bk+Bk+1+ } } } and let A=B1 & B2 } } } . Note that CM(Bk)
2&(k&1) and therefore CM(A)=0. If x  A, then K ( | fni& f | )2
&i for all
ik and therefore K fni&K f  0. K
3.7. Proof of Theorem 3.8
It is easy to see that Theorem 3.8 holds for &=&1+ } } } +&n+ } } } if it
holds for &1 , ..., &n , ... . Therefore we can assume that measure &OCM
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belongs to N. Choose a strictly positive function f0 # L:$ such that
( f0 , K&)<. Put .0=K f0 and consider a functional
p(.)=|
E$
.+ d&, . # K. (3.17)
First, we prove Theorem 3.8 by using the following Lemma 3.5. Then we
prove Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 3.5. For every =>0, there exists a continuous linear functional l=
on K such that
l=(.)p(.) for all . # K, (3.18)
l=(.0)>p(.0)&=. (3.19)
Note that l= described in Lemma 3.5 is positive. Indeed, if .0, then
.+=0 and therefore l=(.)p(.)=0. By Lemma 3.3, l=(.)=(., ’=)
where ’= # N2 . By (3.14), for every f # L:$+ ,
( f, K&)=(K f, &)= p(K f ),
( f, K’=)=(K f, &=) =l=(K f )
and, by (3.18), ( f, K&)( f, K’=). Therefore K&&K’= is a positive harmonic
function and its is equal to K#= where #= # N. This implies &&’= #= .
By (3.19), (.0 , &&’=)=p(.0)=l=(.0)<=. Clearly, N2 contains ’1+’12
+ } } } +’1n and therefore it contains also
&n=’1 6 ’12 6 } } } 6 ’1n .
Note that
&1&2 } } } &n } } } &
and
(.0 , &&&n)(.0 , &&’1n) 1n.
Hence &n A &.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. We use the following geometric version of the
Hahn-Banach theorem (see, e.g., [4], V.2.12): If B is a closed convex set
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in a locally convex linear topological space and if x  B, then there exists
a continuous linear function l such that
sup
y # B
l( y)<l(x)
(that is, x can be separated from B by a hyperplane l=const.). Suppose
that B has the property:
If y # B, then *y # B for all *>0. (3.20)
Then
sup
y # B
l( y)0<l(x). (3.21)
We apply this result to
B=[(., t): p(.)t]/K_R.
Note that p is subadditive and p(*.)=*p(.) for all *>0. Therefore B is
convex and its satisfies (3.20). By Lemma 3.4 and Fatou’s lemma, B is
closed. Note that x=(.0 , p(.0)&=)  B. All continuous linear functionals
in K_R have the form
l(., t)=_(.)+bt
where _ is a continuous linear functional in K and b # R. By (3.21),
_(.)+bt0 if p(.)t, (3.22)
_(.0)+b[ p(.0)&=]>0. (3.23)
Since p(0)=01, b0 by (3.22). An assumption that b=0 leads to a
contradiction: _(.0)0 by (3.22) and _(.0)>0 by (3.23). Hence, b<0.
Continuous linear functional l(.)=&_(.)b satisfies conditions (3.18)(3.19).
K
3.8. Family Z&
First, we prove that the conditions is introduced in Section 1.6 define
this family up to equivalence.
Let us show that, if &n A & # N1 , then Z&n A Z& a.s. Indeed, Z&n A Z Z&
and PxZ =lim PxZ&n=PxZ& .
If & # N , then, by Theorem 3.8, there exist &n # N2 such that &n A &. By
Theorem 3.6, &n # N1 . Clearly, Z&1 } } } Z&n } } } a.s. and therefore there
exists, a.s., lim Z&n . We claim that Z&=lim Z&n does not depend on the
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approximating sequence &n . Indeed, suppose &n A &, &$n A & and Z&n A Z,
Z&$n A Z$ a.s. Consider &mn=&m 7 &$n . Note that &mn A &m as n   and &mn A &$n
as m  . We have
Z= lim
m  
Z&m= limm  
lim
n  
Z&mn=sup
m, n
Z&mn
= lim
n  
lim
m  
Z&mn= limn  
Z&$n=Z$ a.s.
By Theorem 2.3, Z& # Z for all & # N .
Theorem 3.9. Let B be a closed subset of E$ and let On be a sequence
of open subsets of E subject to the conditions
3.8.A. O n&1 /On , On A E and B & Ocln =<.
If & # N1 & N(B) and if h=K&, then
Z&=lim (h, XOn) a.s. (3.24)
We use the following
Lemma 3.6. Suppose B is a closed subset of E$ and O is an open subset
of E such that B & Ocl=<. If & # N(B), then, for every standard sequence
Dm approximating E and every + # M(E),
P+(1Oh, XDm & O)  0 as m  .
Proof. Let { and {m be the first exit times from O and from Dm & O. By
(1.12) and 7.1.A,
P+(1Oh, XDm & O)=6+(1O h)(!{m)=6
h
+[!{m # O].
Denote by C the intersection of E$ with Ocl. Note that C is disjoint from
B and [!{m # O] a [{=‘, !‘& # C]. By (7.5),
6h+[!{m # O]  6
h
+[{=‘, !‘& # C]
| +(dx) |
C & B
k(x, y) &(dy)=0. K
Proof of Theorem 3.9. Consider a standard sequence Dm approximating E.
For every n, by Lemma 3.6, P+(1On h, XDm & On)  0 as m   and
therefore there exists a monotone increasing sequence mn   such that
P+(1On , XD*n)<1n. (3.25)
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for D*n=Dmn & On . Note that D*n=Bn _ Cn where Bn=D*n & On and
Cn=D*n & On . By 5.4.C, XD*nXOn on Bn and, by (3.25),
(h, XD*n) =(1Bn h, XD*n)+(1Cn h, XD*n)
(1Bn h, XOn)+(1On h, XD*n)
(h, XOn) +1n. (3.26)
Clearly, D*n is a standard sequence approximating E and, by Theorem 3.2,
Z&=SBV(h). Formula (3.24) follows from (3.26). K
4. APPLICATION OF CONDITIONAL DIFFUSIONS
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1
If the formula (1.23) holds for &n , then it holds for &= &n . Therefore
it is sufficient to prove the theorem for & # N1 . In this case, the formula
(1.23) is equivalent to
v(x)=6 hx e
&8(u) (4.1)
where h=K& and
v(x)=eu(x)PxZ&e&Z. (4.2)
By Theorems 2.2 and 3.2,
Z=lim Zn a.s., Z&=lim Yn a.s. (4.3)
where
Zn=(u, XDn) , Yn=(h, XDn) .
By the mean value property 7.4.B,
&log Pxe&Zn=u(x).
By (1.12),
PxYn=6xh(!{n)=h(x).
Consider functions
usn(x)=&log Pxe
&Zn&sYn, vn(x)=
d
ds
usn(x) } s=0.
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We have
PxYne&Zn=&
d
ds
(e&u
s
n (x)) } s=0=vn(x) e&u(x). (4.4)
By Theorems 3.3, Yn are uniformly Px-integrable and, by (4.3), (4.4)
and (4.2),
vn  v. (4.5)
By (1.6), (1.7) and (1.12)
usn(x)+6x |
{n
0
usn(!t)
: dt=6x(u+sh)(!{n)
=6x u(!{n)+sh(x).
By differentiating with respect to s, we get
vn(x)+6x |
{n
0
:u(!t):&1 vn(!t) dt=h(x). (4.6)
By Theorem 7.1, (4.6) implies
vn(x)=6 hx exp _&|
{n
0
:u(!t):&1 dt& . (4.7)
The formula (4.1) follows from (4.5) and (4.7). K
4.2. Singular and Regular Boundary Points of u
We denote by SG(u) the set of all singular boundary points of u and by
RG(u) the set of all regular boundary points of u. [See Section 1.7.]
By Theorem 7.2, every point of E$ is either singular or regular. Formula
(1.23) can be rewritten as follows
PxZ&e&Z=e&u(x) |
RG(u)
6 yx e
&8(u)&(dy) (4.8)
for all & # N .
Denote by Z0 the set of all Z # Z such that Px[Z<]=1 for some
x # E. By 2.4.A, u0(x)=&log Px[Z<] belongs to U and therefore, if
Z # Z0 , then Px[Z<]=1 for all x # E. Denote by U0 the set of all func-
tions u=LPT(Z), Z # Z0 . Clearly, all moderate solutions belong to U0 .
Theorem 4.1. CM[SG(u)]=0 for all u # U0 .
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Proof. Put B=SG(u). By Theorem 3.7, it is sufficient to show that, for
all & # N2 , &(B)=0 which is equivalent to the condition &$=0 where &$ is
the restriction of & to B. By (4.8), PxZ&$e&Z=0. Since e&Z>0 Px-a.s., we
conclude that Z&$=0 Px-a.s. Hence, 0=PxZ&$= k(x, y) &$(dy)=0. Since
&$ # N, this implies &$=0. K
Theorem 4.2. Suppose Z=Z +Z$ where Z # Z, Z$ # Z0 and let
u=LPT(Z), u~ =LPT(Z ). Then
SG(u)=SG(u~ ) _ 4 (4.9)
where CM(4)=0.
Proof. Note that u=u~ +u$ where u$=LPT(Z$). Since uu~ , we have
SG(u)#SG(u~ ). For every ;>0, there exists a constant b; such that
(t1+t2);b;(x;1+x
;
2) for all t1 , t2>0.
Therefore 8(u)b;[8(u~ )+8(u$)] and SG(u)"SG(u~ )=4/SG(u$). By
Theorem 4.1, CM(4)=0. K
5. RANGE OF X
5.1. Random Closed Sets
Suppose (0, F) is a measurable space, Q is a compact metrizable space
and |  F(|) is a map from 0 to the collection of all closed subsets
of Q. Let P be a probability measure on (0, F). We say that (F, P) is a
random closed set (r.c.s.) if, for every open set U in Q,
[|: F(|) & U=<] # FP (5.1)
where FP the completion of F relative to P. Two r.c.s. (F, P) and (F , P)
are equivalent if P[F=F ]=1. Suppose (Fa , P), a # A is a family of r.c.s.
We say that a r.c.s. (F, P) is an envelope of (Fa , P) if:
(a) Fa /F P-a.s. for every a # A.
(b) If (a) holds for F , then F /F P-a.s.
An envelope exists for every countable family. For an uncountable
family, it exists under certain separability assumptions.
Note that the envelope is determined uniquely up to equivalence and
that it does not change if every r.c.s. (Fa , P) is replaced by an equivalent
set.
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Suppose that M(|) is a measure on Q depending on parameter | # 0
and let its value M(|, U) on every open set U is FP-measurable. The
support S(|) of M(|) satisfies condition
[S & U=<]=[M(U)=0] (5.2)
and therefore S(|) is a r.c.s.
5.2. Definition of the Range
A superdiffusion X in a Riemannian manifold E is a collection of exit
measures XD subject to the conditions (1.6), (1.7) and 1.2.B and C. Let O
stand for the collection of all open subsets of E and let F be the _-algebra
in 0 generated by XD(U) with D, U # O. The support SD of XD is a closed
subset of the Martin compactification E of E. To every D # O and every
+ # M(E) there corresponds a r.c.s. (SD , P+) in E (defined up to equiv-
alence). We define the range R of X as the envelope of the family (SD , P+).
5.3. Construction of Range
Lemma 5.1. Suppose Dk A D. Then, for all + # M(E) and all open sets U,
P+[XDk(U)=0 for all k, XD(U){0]=0. (5.3)
Proof. 1. Denote by {i the first exit time of ! from Di and by { the first
exit time from D. Put
Ak= ,
k
i=1
[XDi (U)=0],
Bk= ,
k
i=1
[!{i  U]
for k=1, 2, ..., . We prove, by induction in k, that
|
Ak
( f, XD) dP+|
Bk
f (!{) d6+ (5.4)
for every f0. For k=0, (5.4) follows from (1.12). If k1, then, by 1.2.C,
|
Ak
( f, XD) dP+ =|
Ak&1
1XDk(U)=0 ( f, XD) dP+
=|
Ak&1
1XDk(U)=0 PXDk( f, XD) dP+ . (5.5)
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It follows from (1.12) that PXDk( f, XD)=(g, XDk) where g(x)=Px( f, XD).
For every &, 1&(U)=0(g, &) (g1Uc , &) and, by (5.5),
|
Ak
( f, XD) dP+|
Ak&1
(1Uc g, XDk) dP+ . (5.6)
Suppose that (5.4) holds for k&1. Then the right side in (5.6) is dominated
by
|
Bk&1
(1Uc g)(!{k) d6+ . (5.7)
By (1.12), g(x)=6x f (!{) and, by the strong Markov property of !,
integral (5.7) is equal to
|
Bk&1
1Uc(!{k) 6!{k f (!{) d6+=|Bk f (!{) d6+ .
Hence (5.4) holds for k.
2. If f is bounded, then, by passing to the limit in (5.4), we get
|
A
( f, XD) dP+|
B
f (!{) d6+ . (5.8)
Suppose that f is continuous, [ f>0]=U and f (x)  0 as d(x, E$)  0.
Then4 f (!{)=lim f (!{k)=0 on B , and (5.3) follows from (5.8). K
Theorem 5.1. Let [O1 , ..., On , ...] be a countable base of open sets in E
closed under finite unions. Then the support R of the measure
Y=:
1
2n
XOn (1, XOn). (5.9)
is the range of X.
Proof. Note that, if F1 , F2 are closed sets, then F1 #F2 if and only if,
for every open U,
[F1 & U=<] O [F2 & U=<].
Therefore, for every fixed |, SD /R if and only if, for every open U,
[R _ U=<] O [SD & U=<]. (5.10)
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By (5.2) and (5.9),
[R & U=<]  [Y(U)=0]  [XOn(U)=0 for all n]. (5.11)
Every open set D is the union of an increasing sequence Dk=Onk and
therefore, by Lemma 5.1,
[XOn(U)=0 for all n] O [XD(U)=0 a.s.]. (5.12)
It follows from (5.2), (5.11) and (5.12) that condition (5.10) holds, a.s., for
all D and U and therefore SD /R a.s.
If R is a r.c.s. such that SD /R for all D, then, by (5.10), (5.2) and
(5.11),
[R & U=< a.s.] O [SD & U=< a.s.]
 [XD(U)=0 a.s. for all D] O [R & U=< a.s.]
and therefore R /R a.s. K
5.4. More Relations Between Exit Measures and Range
In this section, writing ‘‘a.s.’’ means ‘‘P+ -a.s. for all + # M(E)’’.
5.4.A. If D1 /D2 , then [XD1=0]/[XD2=0] a.s.
Indeed, by 1.2.C, P+[XD2=0]=P+PXD1[XD2=0].
5.4.B. If D1 /D2 , then, for every + # M(E) and for every bounded
measurable function f on M(E)_M(E),
P+ f (XD1 , XD2)=P+F(XD1) (5.13)
where
F(&)=P& f (&, XD2) (5.14)
This follows from 1.2.C if f (&1 , &2)= f1(&1) f2(&2). By applying the
multiplicative systems theorem, we extend the formula to the general case.
5.4.C. If D1 /D2 and if 1 & D2=<, then XD1(1 )XD2(1 ) a.s.
Proof. By applying 5.4.B to f (&1 , &2)=1&1(1)&2(1) , we get
P+[XD1(1)XD2(1 )]=P+F(XD1)
where
F(&)=P&[&(1 )XD2(1 )].
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To finish the proof, it is sufficient to show that Y=XD2(1 )&&(1)0
P& -a.s. for all &. Let &$ be the restriction of & to Dc2 . By 1.2.A and B,
P&e&*XD2(1 )P&$e&*XD2(1 )=e&*&$(1 )=e&*&(1).
Therefore P&e&*Y1 for all *>0 which implies Y0 P&-a.e. K
5.4.D. If D 1 /D2 , then
[R/Dcl1 ]/[XD2=0] a.s. (5.15)
Proof. By the definition of the range, XD2 is concentrated, a.s., on R.
It is concentrated also on E"D2 . Since Dcl1 & E=D 1 /D2 , we have
Dcl1 & (E"D2)=< which implies (5.15). K
5.4.E. For every D,
[XD=0]/[R/Dcl] a.s. (5.16)
Proof. Let U be an arbitrary open subset of E. By 5.4.A and 5.4.C
applied to D1=U, D2=D _ U, 1=E"D2 , we get
[XD=0]/[XD _ U=0]/[XU (E"D2)=0] a.s.
Since XU is concentrated on E"U, the condition [XD=0] implies that XU
is concentrated, a.s., on D2 & (E"U)/D and therefore SU /Dcl. K
Proposition 5.1. Let B be a closed subset of E$ and let O n&1 /On and
Ocln A E "B. Then
[XOn=0] A [R & B=<] a.s. (5.17)
Proof. By 5.4.D and E,
[R/Ocln&1]/[XOn=0]/[R/O
cl
n ] a.s.
Hence
 [R/Ocln ]= [XOn=0] a.s.
The left side is, a.s., equal to [R & B=<] and (5.17) follows from 5.4.A.
K
Proposition 5.2. If Dn is a standard approximating sequence for E, then
[XDn=0] A [R/E] a.s. (5.18)
This is an immediate implication of Proposition 5.1.
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Proposition 5.3. If B/E$ is closed and if & # N1 & N(B), then
[R & B=<]/[Z&=0] a.s.
This follows from Theorem 3.9 and Proposition 5.1.
6. SOLUTIONS DEFINED BY THE RANGE. R-POLAR SETS
6.1.
Theorem 6.1. For every analytic subset B of E$,
Z(B)={0
if R & B=<,
if R & B{<
(6.1)
belongs to Z and function uB defined by (1.24) belongs to U.
Proof. 1. Suppose B is closed. Consider sets On in Proposition 5.1 and
put
Zn={0
if XOn=0,
if XOn {0.
By (6.1) and Proposition 5.1, Zn  Z(B) a.s. By 2.4.C, Zn # Z(On). Hence,
Z # Z(On) by Theorem 2.3. Let + # M. Since On A E, the support of + is
contained in On for all sufficiently large n and
&log P+ e&Zn=|
On
[&log Pxe&Zn] +(dx)
which implies CB(+) property for Z(B). Clearly, Z(B) satisfies 1.3.A.
By 5.4.E, [XOn=0]/[R & O
cl
n ]/[R & B=<] a.s. Therefore Px[Z(B)=0]
Px[XOn=0]=e
&un(x) with un # U(On) which implies 1.3.C.
Clearly, Z(B) is F$(E$)-measurable. It satisfies condition 1.3.C because,
by 2.4.C, Px[Z(B)=0]Px(ZOn=0]=e
&u(x) where u # U. Hence, Z(B) # Z.
By Theorem 2.2, u # U.
2. To extend the theorem to all analytic sets B, we introduce measures
P+=| Px+(dx).
and we use capacities
C+(B)=P+[R & B{<] (6.2)
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and
C+(B)=P+[R & B{<] (6.3)
associated with r.c.s.5 (R, P+) and (R, P+). It follows from 3.5.A that
[R & B=<] belongs to the completion of F with respect to all P+ and P+
and that, for every +, there exists an increasing sequence of compact
subsets 1n of B such that C+(1n) A C+(B) and C+(1n) A C+(B). Put
.n(x)=Px[R & 1n {<], .(x)=Px[R & B{<]
and note that .n A .~ .. Since
(.n , +) =C +(1n) A C+(B)=(., u) ,
we have .~ =. +-a.e. Therefore .n A . +-a.e. and
un(x)=&log Px[R & 1n=<] A uB +-a.e.
By 1,
&log P+[R & 1n=<]=| +(dx)[&log Px[R & 1n=<]]
and therefore
C+(1n)=P+[R & 1n {<]=1&e&(u
n, +).
By passing to the limit, we get
C+(B)=1&e&(uB , +)
which implies CB(+) for Z(B). Note that [R & 1n {<] P+-a.s. and
therefore Z(B) satisfies 1.3.A. The rest of the proof is obvious. K
6.2. R-polar Sets
An analytic set B/E$ is called R-polar if
Px[R & B{<]=0 (6.4)
for all x # E. Since
Px[R & B{<]=1&e&u(x)
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where u # U, (6.4) holds for all x # E if it holds for at least one x. Since
C(B)=Px[R & B{<] is a Choquet capacity, a set B is R-polar if and
only if all its compact subsets are R-polar.
Theorem 6.2. If B is R-polar, then &(B)=0 for all & # N1 .
Proof. The restriction &$ of & to B belongs to N1 & N(B). If B is closed,
then, by Proposition 5.3, Z&$=0 a.s. Therefore 0=PxZ&$=B k(x, y) &(dy).
Since & is concentrated on E* and since k(x, y)>0 for x # E, y # E*, we
conclude that &(B)=0. K
Corollary. CM(B)=0 for all R-polar sets B.
Indeed, if B is R-polar, then, by Theorem 6.2, &(B)=0 for all & # N1 . By
Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, this implies CM(B)=0.
The converse statement to the Corollary is:
6.2.A. All sets B with CM(B)=0 are R-polar.
It is not known if 6.2.A is always true. However, it has been proved
in [11] in the case when E is a bounded domain of class C2, * in the
Euclidean space.
Under condition 6.2.A, the class of R-polar sets coincides with the class
of sets of Martin capacity 0. In this case, by Theorems 3.8 and 6.1, a measure
& belongs to class N if and only if there exists a sequence &n # N2 such
that &n A &.
6.3. Boundary singularities of uB
Theorem 6.3. For every set B/E$, CM[B & RG(uB)]=0.
Proof. Let & # N1 and let Z& correspond to Z& by (2.9). By (1.23),
PxZ&e&Z&

=e&v& |
RG(v&)
6 yx e
&8(v&)&(dy) (6.5)
where v&=LPT(Z& ). Note that
PxZ&e&Z&

=PxZ& 1Z&=0=0
and therefore (6.5) implies
&[RG(v&)]=0. (6.6)
If & # N1 and if 1 is a closed subset of B, then the restriction &$ of & to
1 belongs to N1 & N(1) and, by Proposition 5.3,
v&$(x)=&log Px[Z&$=0]&log Px[R & 1=<]=u1 (x)uB(x).
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Hence, RG(v&$)#RG(uB). By (6.6), &$[RG(uB)]&$[RG(v&$)]=0. There-
fore &[1 & RG(uB)]=0. This implies &[B & RG(uB)]=0, and Theorem 6.3
follows from Theorem 3.7. K
6.4. f-topology
In this section, we assume:
6.4.A. For every closed subset B of E$, function uB defined by (1.24) is
bounded in a (Martin) neighborhood of any point c # E$"B.
By 7.4.E, condition 6.4.A holds if E is a bounded domain in Rd with a
smooth boundary.
Clearly, functions Z(B) given by (6.1) satisfy condition Z(B1 _ B2)=
Z(B1)+Z(B2) and, by Theorem 2.3,
uB1 _ B2uB1+uB2 . (6.7)
We say that a Borel subset O of E$ if f-open if O/RG(uB) where
B=E$"O. Put O # O if, for every c # O, there exists a Borel open set O0
such that c # O0/O. Clearly, O is closed under the unions. By condition
6.4.A, it contains all relatively open subsets of E$. It contains also all sets
O"4 where O # O and 4 is R-polar. It follows from (6.7) that O1 & O2 # O
if O1 , O2 # O. Hence the class O defines a topology on the Martin boundary
which is finer than the Martin topology. We call it f-topology.
Lemma 6.1. If B is an f-closed Borel set, then B=SG(uB) & 4 where
CM(4)=0.
Proof. The definition of an f-open set implies that B#SG(uB) for an
f-closed B. Note that B"SG(uB)=B & RG(uB) and Lemma 6.1 follows from
Theorem 6.3. K
It follows from Lemma 6.1 that, if B1 , B2 are f-closed and if uB1=uB2 ,
then CM(B12B2)=0.6 On the other hand, uB1=uB2 if B12B2 is an R-polar
set. Under the assumption 6.2.A, both conditions are equivalent and each
of them is necessary and sufficient for the equality uB1=uB2 .
7. APPENDIX
7.1. Conditional Diffusion (h-transform)
Let (!t , 6x) be the L-diffusion in a Riemannian manifold E with
the transition function pt(x, dy)= pt(x, y) m(dy) [cf. Section 1.1]. To
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every h # H, there corresponds a measure 6 hx with finite-dimensional dis-
tributions
6 hx[!t1 # dy1 , ..., !tn # dyn]= pt1(x, dy1) } } } ptn&tn&1( yn&1 , dyn) h( yn) (7.1)
for n=1, 2, ... and t1< } } } <tn . In particular,
6 hx[t<‘]=| pt(x, dy) h( y)=6xh(!t) (7.2)
and the total mass of 6 hx is equal to h(x). The probability measure
1h(x) 6 hx is called the h-transform of 6x . Denote by 6
y
x the measure 6
h
x
corresponding to h(x)=k(x, y). Note that, if h=K&, then
6 hx=| 6 yx &(dy).
Measure 1k(x, y) 6 yx corresponds to L-diffusion conditioned by the event
[‘<, !‘&= y].
We list some properties of 6 hx .
7.1.A. For every F # Ft ,
6 hxF11<‘=6xFh(!t). (7.3)
7.1.B. For every stopping time { and for all F # F{ ,
6 hxF1{<‘%{Y=6xF6
h
!{
Y. (7.4)
7.1.C. If h=K&, then, for every positive Borel function . on E$,
6 hx.(!‘&)=|
E
k(x, y) &(dy). (7.5)
7.2. A Version of the FeynmanKac Formula
Theorem 7.1. Let { be the first exit time from an open set D and let a
be a positive locally bounded Borel function on E. Put
\(t)=e&
t
0 a(!t) dt
If
u(x)+6x |
{
0
(au)(!t) dt=h(x), (7.6)
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where h # H, then
u(x)=6 hx\({). (7.7)
Proof. We rewrite (7.6) in the form
u+F=h (7.8)
where
F(x)=6x |
{
0
(au)(!t) dt.
Multiply (7.8) by a and then apply to both sides the operator
G f (x)=6x |
{
0
\(s) f (!s) ds. (7.9)
[This is Green’s operator of the L-diffusion in D with the killing rate a(x).]
We have
G (aF )(x)=6x |
{
0
\(s) a(!s) ds 6!s |
{
0
(au)(!t) dt
=|

0
6x 1s<{\(s) a(!s) ds 6!s |
{
0
(au)(!t) dt. (7.10)
By the strong Markov property of !, the right side is equal to
|

0
6x 1s<{\(s) a(!s) ds |
{
s
(au)(!t) dt
=6x |
0<s<t<{
ds ds \(s) a(!s)(au)(!t)
=6x |
{
0
(au)(!t) dt |
t
0
\(s) a(!s) ds. (7.11)
Since \(s) a(!s)=&\$(s), we conclude from (7.10) and (7.11) that
G (aF )(x)=6x |
{
0
dt(au)(!t)[\(0)&\(t)] (7.12)
By (7.6), 6x {0 dt(au)(!t) \(t)< and therefore (7.9) and (7.12) imply
G (au+aF )(x)=6x |
{
0
dt(au)(!t). (7.13)
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By (7.3),
G (ah)(x)=6x |
{
0
\(t)(ah)(!t) dt=|

0
6x 1t<{ \(t)(ah)(!t) dt
=|

0
6 hx 1t<{\(t) a(!t) dt=6
h
x |
{
0
\(t) a(!t) dt
=6 hx[\(0)&\({)]. (7.14)
Formula (7.7) follows from (7.13), (7.14) and (7.8). K
7.3.
If D is a bounded domain in Rd with smooth boundary D, then the
Poisson kernel kD(x, y) is a strictly positive function, continuous in y.
Therefore there exist 0<c1(x)c2(x)< such that
c1(x)kD(x, y)c2(x) (7.15)
for all y # D. This formula is applicable to domains in a Riemannian
manifold E covered by a single local coordinate system.
We assume that E is connected. Then, for every x1 , x2 # E, there exist
a finite family of such domains D1 , ..., Dn subject to the conditions:
x1 # D1 , x2 # Dn and Di&1 & Di {< for i=2, ..., n. We use this remark in
the proof of the following two theorems.
Theorem 7.2. Suppose F=Gf where f is a positive locally bounded
function on E. Then either F= everywhere or F< everywhere.
Proof. It is sufficient to show, that, for any domain D subject to
condition (7.15), if F(x)< for some x # D, then F(x)< for all x # D.
Let { be the first exit time from D. We have
F(x)=6x |
{
0
f (!t) dt+6xF(!{).
By (1.5),
6xF(!{)=| kD(x, y) F( y) _(dy).
It follows from (7.15) that
c1(x) QF(x)b(x)+c2(x) Q
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where b(x)=6x {0 f (!t) dt< and Q= F( y) _(dy). If F(x)< for
some x # D, then Q< and therefore F(x)< for all x # D. K
Theorem 7.3. Let a be a positive locally bounded Borel function on E
and let
F=|
‘
0
a(!t) dt.
Then, for every y # E$, either
F= 6 yx -a.s. for all x # E
or
F< 6 yx -a.s. for all x # E.
Proof. Consider probability measure 6 yx=1k(x, y) 6
y
x . We have
6 yx[‘<, !‘&= y]=1 and therefore the process
! t={!‘&t!‘&
for t # (0, ‘),
for t=0
satisfies conditions ! 0= y, ! ‘&=x 6 yx -a.s.
Denote by F t the _-algebra generated by ! s , st and let F 0+ be the
intersection of F t over all t>0. The Blumenthal’s 0-1 law is applicable to
the Markov process (! t , 6 yx) and therefore 6
y
x(C)=0 or 1 for all C # F 0+ .
Clearly, [F=] # F 0+ .
To finish the proof, we apply 7.1.B to the first exit time from an open set
D with compact D subject to condition (7.15). Clearly, {<‘ 6 hx-a.s. and
the event C=[F=] satisfies the condition %{ C=C. Therefore for all
x # D,
6 hx(C)=6x 6
h
!{
(C)=|
D
kD(x, z) _(dz) 6 hz(C).
It follows from the bounds (7.15) that 6 hx(C)=0 for all x # D if this
condition holds for some x # D. K
7.4. Basic Facts on the Equation Lu=u:. We list a few properties of the
set U(D) of positive solutions of this equation in an open subset D of a
Riemannian manifold E.
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7.4.A. Let (XD , P+) be the exit measure of (L, :) superdiffusion X from
D (see Section 1.4)). The function
u(x)=&log Pxe&( f, XD) (7.16)
belongs to U(D) for every positive Borel function f on D.
If f is continuous at c # D and bounded and if D is smooth in a
neighborhood of c, then u= f at c.7 [See [7], II, Theorem 3.1.]
7.4.B. (Mean value property.) If u # U(D), then
u(x)=&log Pxe&(u, XD) (7.17)
for every open set O such that O is compact and O /D. [See [11],
Theorem 2.3.]
7.4.C. (Comparison principle.) Let D be compact and let u # U(D). If v
is a supersolution in D (that is, if Lvv: in D) and if u=v on D, then
vu in D. [See, e.g., [5], Theorem 0.5.]
7.4.D. Let un(x)  u(x) for all x # D. If un # U(D), then u # U(D).
[See [6], Theorem 1.2.]
7.4.E. If D is a bounded domain in Rd with smooth boundary D and
if B is a closed subset of D, then
uB(x)=&log Px[R & B=<] (7.18)
vanishes on O=D"B. [See [6], Theorem 2.1.]
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